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(57) ABSTRACT 

A tire monitoring system With a Wireless setting capability 
includes a Wireless controller and multiple tire status sensors 
each of Which is composed a sensing and processing unit 
having an unique tire serial number, a low frequency trans 
ceiver and an RF transmitter. The Wireless controller also 
has a low frequency transceiver and stores multiple tire 
serial numbers representing different Wheel positions. The 
Wireless controller outputs a control signal including a reset 
command and a neW tire serial number to a speci?c tire 
status sensor. The sensing and processing unit Will be reset 
and replace the tire serial number When the tire status sensor 
receives the control signal. 
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TIRE MONITORING SYSTEM WITH A WIRELESS 
SETTING CAPABILITY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a tire monitoring 
system, and more particularly to a tire monitoring system 
With a Wireless setting capability that Wirelessly controls tire 
status sensors in Wheels to set and reset neW serial numbers. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0004] A tire monitoring system basically has a main 
controller and multiple tire pressure sensors each of Which 
is mounted respectively in Wheels. The tire pressure sensor 
detects the tire pressure and transforms the detected pressure 
to an RF signal. Each tire pressure sensor has a unique tire 
serial number so the main controller can identify to Which 
tire the RF signal corresponds and to Which tire to respond 
When the RF signals from different tire status sensors are 
sent to the main controller. The main controller can display 
the pressure on a display panel to a driver. The driver can 
check the display panel and knoW each Wheel’s status. 

[0005] Generally, front Wheels and rear Wheels of a four 
Wheel-vehicle are rotated every tWenty thousand kilometers. 
Each neW Wheel has a tire pressure sensor, each tire pressure 
sensor has a unique tire serial number, and the serial number 
represents the Wheel position. When the Wheels are rotated, 
the main controller Will display the tire pressures in an 
incorrect Wheel pattern on the panel because the main 
controller identi?es the tire pressure by the tire serial num 
ber. Under these conditions, the tire pressure sensors must be 
rotated back to their original-positions. Therefore, rotating 
Wheels is more complex. 

[0006] To overcome the shortcomings, the present inven 
tion provides a tire monitoring system With a Wireless setting 
capability to mitigate or obviate the aforementioned prob 
lems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] The main objective of the present invention is to 
provide a tire monitoring system that has a Wireless reset 
capability to simplify a reset procedure for tire status sen 
sors. The tire monitoring system basically includes a Wire 
less controller and multiple tire status sensors, each of Which 
is mounted in a corresponding Wheel. The Wireless control 
ler resets the tire status sensors to keep from having to 
replace the tire status sensors in their original positions. 

[0008] Another objective of the present invention is to 
integrate the Wireless controller directly With a main con 
troller. 

[0009] Other objectives, advantages and novel features of 
the invention Will become more apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description When taken in conjunction With the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a ?rst 
embodiment of a tire monitoring system in accordance With 
the present invention With only one tire status sensor shoWn; 
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[0011] 
FIG. 1; 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a layout diagram of the tire monitoring 
system in FIG. 1 in a vehicle; 

[0013] FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of a second 
embodiment of a tire monitoring system in accordance With 
the present invention; 

[0014] FIG. 5 is a layout diagram of the tire monitoring 
system in FIG. 4 in a vehicle; and 

[0015] FIG. 6 is a data stream format transmitted by the 
tire status sensor in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram of a tire status sensor in 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0016] With reference to FIG. 1, a ?rst embodiment of a 
tire monitoring system in accordance With the present inven 
tion includes a Wireless controller (10) and multiple tire 
status sensors (20). With further reference to FIG. 3, each 
tire status sensor (20) is mounted in a corresponding Wheel 
(not numbered) of a vehicle (not numbered) and detects 
multiple tire parameters. The tire status sensor (20) formats 
the tire parameters into a detected data stream and sends the 
detected data stream to a main controller (60) in the vehicle. 
The tire status parameters include tire pressure, tire tem 
perature, tire air leakage, etc. 

[0017] The Wireless controller (10) includes a micropro 
cessor (11), a loW frequency (LF) transceiver (XCVR) (12), 
a display (13) and a keypad (14). 

[0018] The microprocessor (11) stores multiple tire serial 
numbers, Which correspond to different Wheel positions. The 
microprocessor ( 11) outputs multiple control signals in 
sequence for the tire status sensors (20). Each control signal 
includes a reset command and a neW tire serial number. The 
microprocessor (11) is further connected to a memory device 
(111) to store multiple tire serial numbers. 

[0019] The loW frequency transceiver (12) is connected to 
the microprocessor (11) to convert the control signal to a loW 
frequency signal. In the ?rst embodiment, the loW frequency 
transceiver (12) has a loW frequency antenna (121) and the 
loW frequency signals are output at different times. 

[0020] The display (13) is connected to the microproces 
sor (11) to display information about the current control 
signal that is output from the microprocessor (11). The 
keypad (14) is connected to the microprocessor (11) to select 
a speci?c tire status sensor (20) that the microprocessor (11) 
resets. 

[0021] With further reference to FIG. 2, each tire status 
sensor (20) includes a sensing and processing unit (not 
numbered), a loW frequency transceiver (40) and an RF 
transmitter (50). The sensing and processing unit has a reset 
port and a data port and is composed of a signal processor 
(21), multiple signal sensors (22) and a memory (23). The 
memory (23) stores a unique tire serial number. The multiple 
signal sensors (22) include a tire pressure sensor, a tempera 
ture sensor and a voltmeter. 

[0022] The signal processor (21), the multiple signal sen 
sors (22) and the memory (23) are integrated and are 
implemented in an application speci?c integrated circuit 
(ASIC)(U1). The data port (DATA) is connected to a data 
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switch (31). The data switch (31) can be implemented With 
an FET transistor (not numbered) having a gate terminal (not 
numbered) connected to the data port (DATA), a drain 
terminal (not numbered) connected to ground (not num 
bered) and a source terminal (not numbered). The reset port 
(RES) is connected to a reset sWitch (30). The reset sWitch 
(30) can be an FET transistor (not numbered) having a drain 
terminal (not numbered), a source terminal (not numbered) 
and a gate terminal (not numbered). The drain terminal is 
connected to ground (not numbered), and the source termi 
nal is connected to the reset port (RES). 

[0023] The loW frequency transceiver (40) includes a loW 
frequency antenna (41) and a signal ampli?er (42). The 
signal ampli?er (42) can be a voltage multiplier connected 
to the loW frequency antenna (41). The gate terminal of the 
reset sWitch (30) and the source terminal of the data sWitch 
(31) are connected to the signal ampli?er (42). 

[0024] With additional reference to FIG. 6, the RF trans 
mitter (50) is connected to the sensing and processing unit 
to convert the detected data stream to an RF signal received 
by the main controller (60). 

[0025] With reference FIGS. 1 and 3, the Wireless con 
troller (10) needs to be close to the Wheel because of the loW 
frequency signal. When the Wireless controller (10) outputs 
the ?rst control signal to the tire status sensor (20) in a front 
left Wheel, the tire status sensor (20) receives the control 
signal through the loW frequency transceiver (40). When the 
loW frequency transceiver (40) receives the control signal 
through the loW frequency antenna (41), the signal ampli?er 
(42) ampli?es the control signal. The reset sWitch (30) Will 
be turn on to short the reset port (RES) to ground and reset 
the sensing and processing unit. After the reset procedure, 
the sensing and processing unit Will continue receiving the 
neW tire serial number in the control signal until the reset 
sWitch (30) operates. Therefore, the sensing and processing 
unit can change the unique tire serial number to a neW tire 
serial number. After the sensing and processing unit obtains 
an entire neW tire serial number, the sensing and processing 
unit Will output con?rming data from the data port (DATA). 
The data port (DATA) controls the data sWitch operation so 
the con?rming data Will be sent back to the Wireless con 
troller (10) through the loW frequency transceiver (40). 
When the Wireless controller (10) receives the con?rming 
data, the Wireless controller (10) is ready to output the 
second control signal to the neXt tire status sensor to replace 
a neW tire serial number. For a four-Wheel vehicle, one tire 
status sensor is in each Wheel so the Wireless controller (10) 
has to repeat the above procedure four times to change the 
tire status sensor’s tire serial numbers. 

[0026] With reference to FIG. 6, the detected data stream 
output by each tire status sensor (20) includes sequentially 
a start code (D1), a function code (D2), a tire serial number 
code (D3), a tire pressure code (D4), temperature code (D5), 
battery voltage code (D6), accelerometer code (D7) and 
check sum code (D8). Each tire status sensor has a unique 
tire serial number in the detected data stream, so the main 
controller (60) can display the tire status parameters for 
corresponding Wheels in the correct pattern on a display 
panel of the main controller. HoW the main controller (60) 
receives the detected data from the tire status sensors is Well 
knoWn so the detailed operation of the main controller (60) 
is neither provided nor claimed. 
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[0027] With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, a second embodi 
ment of a tire monitoring system in accordance With the 
present invention is functionally the same as the ?rst 
embodiment eXcept the second embodiment is fully inte 
grated With the main controller (60) in the vehicle. Since the 
Wireless controller (10) is a microprocessor circuit, the 
Wireless controller (10) can be integrated With the main 
controller (60). That is, the Wireless controller (10) includes 
a microprocessor (11) With an eXternal memory (111), mul 
tiple loW frequency transceivers (12a to 12d), an RF receiver 
(15), a display (13), a keypad (14) and an alarm (16). 

[0028] The eXternal memory (111) also stores multiple tire 
serial numbers corresponding to different Wheel positions. 
Because the main controller (60) is mounted in the vehicle, 
the multiple loW frequency transceivers (12a to 12a) Will be 
close to the respective Wheels. The RF receiver (15) receives 
the detected data stream from the tire status sensors (20). 

[0029] Based on the forgoing description, the monitoring 
system can Wirelessly reset the tire status sensors so that the 
main controller Will display the detected value at the correct 
positions of the Wheels. After rotating the front and rear 
Wheels, a person uses the Wireless controller or main con 
troller to reset the neW tire serial numbers in the tire status 
sensors. Thus, the procedure of rotating the tires is simpli 
?ed. 

[0030] Even though numerous characteristics and advan 
tages of the present invention have been set forth in the 
foregoing description, together With details of the structure 
and function of the invention, the disclosure is illustrative 
only, and changes may be made in detail, especially in 
matters of shape, siZe, and arrangement of parts Within the 
principles of the invention to the full eXtent indicated by the 
broad general meaning of the terms in Which the appended 
claims are expressed. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A tire monitoring system With a Wireless setting capa 

bility, comprising: 
a Wireless controller having a microprocessor and one loW 

frequency transceiver, Wherein the microprocessor 
stores multiple tire serial numbers that represent dif 
ferent Wheel positions and is connected to the loW 
frequency transceiver to output multiple control signals 
each of Which includes a reset command and a neW tire 

serial number; and 

multiple tire status sensors, each of Which comprises a 
sensing and processing unit storing a tire serial number, 
a loW frequency signal transmitting receiving unit 
connected to the sensing and processing unit and an RF 
transmitter connected to the sensing and processing 
unit, Wherein the sensing and process unit has a reset 
and a data port connected to the loW frequency trans 
ceiver; 

Whereby a speci?c tire status sensor receives the control 
signal from the Wireless controller through the loW 
frequency transceiver, and the sensing and processing 
unit is reset and replaces the tire serial number. 

2. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the Wireless controller further comprises: 

multiple loW frequency transceivers each of Which is 
connected to the microprocessor Wherein the loW fre 
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quency transceivers are close to the respective tire 
status sensors in the Wheels; 

an RF receiver connected to the microprocessor to receive 
RF signals from the RF transmitters of the tire status 
sensors; and 

an alarm connected to the microprocessor, Wherein the 
alarm is controlled by the microprocessor. 

3. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the Wireless controller further comprises: 

a display connected to the microprocessor to display a 
current control signal, Which is output from the micro 
processor; and 

a keypad connected to the microprocessor to select a 
speci?c tire status sensor that the microprocessor 
resets. 

4. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein the Wireless controller further comprises: 

a display connected to the microprocessor to display a 
current control signal, Which is output from the micro 
processor; and 

a keypad connected to the microprocessor to select a 
speci?c tire status sensor that the microprocessor 
resets. 

5. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit comprises: 

a signal processor; 

multiple signal sensors connected to the signal processor 
to detect inner status parameters and output a detected 
signal to the signal processor; and 

an external memory connected to the signal processor to 
store the tire serial number. 

6. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 2, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit comprises: 

a signal processor; 

multiple signal sensors connected to the signal processor 
to detect inner status parameters and output a detected 
signal to the signal processor; and 

an external memory connected to the signal processor to 
store the tire serial-number. 
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7. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 3, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit comprises: 

a signal processor; 

multiple signal sensors connected to the signal processor 
to detect inner status parameters and output a detected 
signal to the signal processor; and 

an external memory connected to the signal processor to 
store the tire serial number. 

8. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein each tire status sensor further comprises: 

a reset sWitch connected betWeen the reset port of the 
sensing and processing unit and the loW frequency 
transceiver; and 

a data sWitch connected betWeen the data port of the 
sensing and processing unit and the loW frequency 
transceiver. 

9. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 8, 
Wherein each loW frequency transceiver comprising 

a loW frequency antenna; and 

a signal ampli?er connected to the loW frequency antenna 
and the reset and data sWitches. 

10. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 5, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit is made of an 
application speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC). 

11. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 6, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit is made of an 
application speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC). 

12. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 7, 
Wherein the sensing and processing unit is made of an 
application speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC). 

13. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 5, 
Wherein the multiple signal sensors include a tire pressure 
sensor, a temperature sensor and a voltmeter. 

14. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 6, 
Wherein the multiple signal sensors include a tire pressure 
sensor, a temperature sensor and a voltmeter. 

15. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 7, 
Wherein the multiple signal sensors include a tire pressure 
sensor, a temperature sensor and a voltmeter. 

16. The tire monitoring system as claimed in claim 8, 
Wherein the reset and data sWitches are FET transistors. 

* * * * * 


